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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VN7zj7R-PM


“Seamless 
interaction from 
the comfort of 

your own 
phone”



“We have created a 
interactive tourism 
guide designed to 
connect the best of 
Scotlands hotels, 

activities, amenities 
and events”



“It can be extremely 
frustrating trying to 
create awareness 
when you have no 

idea where your next 
visitors are coming 

from”



We have identified 3 
significant key 

features that will help 
solve this problem 

Collaboration
Integration
Analytics



2-way network
New connections

Greater reach
Organic growth
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Maximise Collaboration



Demographic
More importantly our 

unique platform 
opens up the ability 

to capture a 
completely new 
demographic



No Surprises
We have brought all the 

relevant information 
together making it 

extremely useful for 
tourists to decide where 
they would like to visit

https://www.theglobalartcompany.com/pages/macdonaldcaerlaverockcastle


Personalised
While at the same time 

introducing a personalised 
concierge to make life easy

Taxi
Recommendations

Hidden Gems
Booking

Important Information 24/7

https://www.theglobalartcompany.com/pages/bowfield-hotel-Guests-Only?number=12345


Most reserves and 
visitor centres close 
in the evening - let 

visitors still get all the 
relevant information

The 24/7 generation



The explorer allows 
any visitors to the 

area still get all the 
information they 

might require

The 24/7 generation



Organisations with no centres
Simply scanning our 

logo can give any 
explorer all the 

information about the 
walks, forest park and 

activities 



Important information 
Accommodation 

Food 
 Viewing points 

Warnings 
Do you go left or right

Direction

https://www.theglobalartcompany.com/pages/galloway-forest-park-activities


Connection
We can join the dots 
between many of the 

organisations 
reserves and 

amenities

https://www.theglobalartcompany.com/pages/scottish-canals


Promotion
With promotions and 

initiatives many 
tourists may not know 
what URL to type or 

what to look for - 
Make life easy 
“simply scan”

https://www.theglobalartcompany.com/pages/coasts-and-waters-2020


Visitors can instantly 
receive all the 

relevant information 
regarding our 

historical places of 
interest 

Information



Information
As well as giving 
organisations the 

opportunity to 
introduce important 

information to visitors

https://www.theglobalartcompany.com/pages/hill-house


Information Suite
We also wanted to help with 
all the things normal daily life 

can throw at you.
Transport Times
Traffic Problems

Breakdown Recovery
Car Rental

Business Suites

https://www.theglobalartcompany.com/pages/business-scotland


Let people know 
what events, 
festivals and 

adventures are 
happening all year 

round

Events and the fun things!!!



Analytics
Up to date analytics 

allowing real-time 
information seeing 
what and where the 
tourists interests lie



Creating an Experience
Reliability

Time Saving

Relevance
Trustworthy
Interesting



Time
The most 

precious gift 
you can give 
somebody is 

time

Designed to capture 
valuable time 

allowing visitors to 
relax and create 

unforgettable 
memories



Relevant

V’s
relevance

relevance

If you type 
“attractions in 
Glasgow” on 

Google 
33,400,000 

websites appear



Reliable
We want to make 
sure tourists visit 

and enjoy the 
places you would 

like them to 
remember



Trust
Recommendations 
and local hidden 

gems promotes trust 
ensuring the return of 

our tourists while 
helping the smaller 
hidden attractions



Relevant, reliable and 
interesting 

information from 
bloggers, the public 

and social media 
creates a real upbeat 

vibe

Social Hub

https://www.theglobalartcompany.com/pages/social-hub


“The power of evolution”



Outdated - The digital era

Leaflets?
Do they tell the whole story?

No real time information

Limited attractions
How do you get there?

Environmentally friendly?
No up-to-date reviews

Restricted to area



Maintenance

Touchscreen?
Static

Expensive
Memorise what you need

All can see what your doing
Installation Upheaval

Disease spreader
Already outdated



Google?
Time wasting
Is it relevant?
Is it reliable?

Who pays the most gets to top
No recommendations

No hidden gems
Not all in the same place

Tower of London

Snowdonia

Perthshire

Uncontrollable



Creating the 
experiences of a 

lifetime while cleverly 
bringing together the 

best of Scotland, 

Everyone wins!!!

“the smARt explorer”



Turnkey solution
Easily and 

readily installed 
which is ready 

for use 
immediately



Stand alone system
Complete stand 

alone system with 
absolutely no need 

to integrate with 
any other systems



Security
Visitors NEVER need 

log-in details, 
passwords or personal 

information giving 
100% peace of mind 

while GDPR compliant



Set Up
With no need for any 
3rd party, hardware 

or computer 
installation the set 
up costs are £0



Infrastructure
And believe it or not 

everything is 
already there we 

will just connect the 
dots



No hassle
All automated

No staff training

No mess

Real time information

Instant access

Easy to add updates

Certainly no stress



Will the tourists use it?
Intriguing

Very helpful
Instant

Incredibly simple to use

Interesting

Direct to their own phone

And it’s FREE



Will it generate a revenue?
Increase traffic

Increase awareness

Create a new demographic

Increase return guests



SMART
The Global Art Company

e x p e r i e n c e

www.thesmARtexplorer.com

https://www.theglobalartcompany.com/pages/demo

